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Abstract
Tattooing has historically been associated with masculine subcultures. Therefore, men
are often represented as tattoo artists—rarely women. LA Ink is the only reality tattoo
television show that has a predominantly female cast. How does this representation
impact women working in the tattoo industry—the object of the representation?
Interviews were conducted with seventy women who are either tattoo collectors, tattoo
artists, or both, and asked about their thoughts on the representation of women on tattoo
television shows and the impact on the industry. Interviewees also provide insight on
their experiences of being a heavily tattooed woman or artist. This article uses Robert
Stebbins’ theoretical framework of ‘casual leisure’ to hypothesize that the target
audience of LA Ink and other shows, is more likely casual tattoo collectors of both
genders, less invested in the tattooing profession than artists or serious collectors. The
article also uses feminist theory to understand the particular role of women working in
the male dominated industry as well as the social differences for women when they
become heavily tattooed, as compared to men.
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1 Introduction

This article focuses on LA Ink, a reality television show that aired from 2007 to 11 on
TLC (previously known as The Learning Channel) in the United States, which was
filmed inside a tattoo studio, comprised by a cast of predominantly women tattoo
artists. The show features client’s narratives about the tattoo designs they acquire, as
well as the interpersonal working dynamics between artists. While there are many
reality television shows featuring tattoo studios and contrived tattoo contests, this show
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was the first to feature predominately women artists—therefore, shedding lights on the
gender dynamics within this male dominated profession. Approximately 10–20% of all
tattoo artists are women, and over the last several decades, this number has increased
exponentially (Thompson 2015). In this article, I ask women tattoo artists how they feel
about the representation of their gender and profession in this television show, as well
as their practices around watching the show. The artists also discuss how the show has
influenced their interactions with new clients, who find themselves modeling the client
behaviors from the shows (i.e. presenting a tattoo narrative about the meaning of the
tattoo). Tattoo reality television provides a way for newcomers to familiarize them-
selves with this subculture, without the commitment of walking into a shop themselves
and acquiring a permanent tattoo. Such television exposure makes the world of
tattooing less of an underground subculture, and rapidly expands its access to the
mainstream and middle-classes. Robert Stebbins categorizes watching television as a
‘casual leisure’ practice. By speaking with tattoo artists and collectors, for whom
tattooing is either a profession or a serious leisure project, they respond to the impact
that casual leisure viewers of LA Ink have on their business.

As women now comprise half of all tattoo clients, their visibility within the tattoo
industry, and its media representations, is a factor in the mainstreaming of the practice
by reaching new demographic groups (Poll 2016). On the other hand, some tattoo
artists do not like their industry distorted by the mass media spotlight that simplifies
professional standards for popular consumption (Thompson 2015). Gender plays an
important role in the subculture and representation of the tattoo community—as it has
historically been associated with masculine subcultures and male artists. LA Ink
provides a gender inverted cast in contrast to other tattoo television shows with its
nearly all-female group of artists.

The article draws upon ethnographic research and in-depth interviews spanning
from 2007 to 2010. I attended a dozen tattoo conventions, visited tattoo studios
across the United States, and interviewed seventy tattoo artists (mostly women, but
some men) and women tattoo collectors. Tattoo conventions were attended in the
following states: Washington, Florida, New York, Texas, and Oklahoma. Seventy
participants were interviewed, primarily women, along with a few men. Inter-
viewees were either tattoo collectors or artists. I contacted tattoo studios owned
by acquaintances, and from there, I was led to other contacts. I interviewed artists
and their clients in the following tattoo studios: Constant Creations in Spokane,
Washington; Lady Luck Tattoo in Spokane, Washington; Vyvyn Lazonga’s studio
in Seattle, Washington; Outer Limits Tattoo in Long Beach, California; Abstract
Art, in Weber, Texas; Ms. Deborah’s Fountain of Youth Tattoo & Piercing in St.
Augustine, Florida; Sunset Tattoo Parlor in Miami, Florida; and Deana’s Skin Art
Studio in Christmas, Florida. The interviewees ranged in age from twenty to sixty-
five, with the majority in their thirties. Of the seventy participants, seven were
Latina, seven were Asian American, one was African American, and fifty-five were
white. Interviewees were asked about the representation of the tattoo industry on
reality television. Did tattoo collectors and artists engage in the ‘casual leisure’ of
watching LA Ink? What were their concerns about such representations? Did it
impact their work experience? Did it impact how the public responded to them as
tattoo collectors? And what were their experiences of gender discrimination regard-
ing their tattoo collection or work in the field? Do shows representing women make
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women artists more popular with the public? The article will first overview the
reality television tattoo genre so that we can understand the significance of LA Ink
within the sub-genre of tattoo reality television shows. The article will then move
into a discussion of Robert Stebbins’ casual leisure concept as it applies to televi-
sion watching. Then a brief discussion of gender dynamics within the tattoo world
will provide a background for the feminist analysis of the representations of women
artists on LA Ink, as well as its marketing context.

2 Casual leisure and tattoo television watching

Reality television has brought to light nearly every subculture imaginable—and
the tattoo industry is no exception. With so many shows representing aspects of
this profession, the genre has had a significant impact in mainstreaming the art
of tattooing—for better or for worse. Part of this mainstreaming is to create
content that appeals to both women and men, including the variety of shows
found on channels targeting different demographic audiences. While tattooing is
a professional career, and collecting tattoos can be a pursuit of ‘serious leisure,’
as Robert Stebbins (2007, 2011) has defined it; what do we call those who
simply get their enjoyment from watching television shows about tattooing
without further engagement with the practice? Stebbins has called television
watching a ‘casual leisure’ pursuit, which has often been overlooked as a realm
of research interest in leisure studies.

Firstly, in defining leisure, Stebbins has established categorizations separating lei-
sure into ‘casual’ and ‘serious’ pursuits (2007, 2011). Most of his studies have focused
on serious leisure pursuits; leaving casual leisure under-theorized (2011). He defined
casual leisure and its parameters as follows. Casual leisure is an activity that is
immediately and intrinsically rewarding, short-lived, and requiring little to no special
training. Stebbins (1997) defines more associated details of casual leisure pursuits:

Preliminary observation suggests that casual leisure comes in at least six types,
treated here under the headings of play, relaxation, passive entertainment, active
entertainment, sociable conversation, and sensory stimulation (p. 18).

Furthermore, the distinction between serious and causal is not intrinsic in the
activity, as casual pursuits often occupy the edges of activities that others take to
serious extremes (Stebbins 1997). Stebbins (1997) points out that casual pursuits
do not necessarily make them mainstream, since such activities can still be quite
subcultural or exclusive (p. 23).

However, the casual act of watching television can breaks down the exclusivity of
the subcultural communities and provide a voyeuristic insight with no risk. Stebbins
makes a distinction between serious and casual leisure pursuits in general and these
qualities can be applied to the subculture of tattooing. Stebbins’ (2007) six qualities of
serious leisure pursuits include: 1) a need to persevere at the activity, 2) availability of a
leisure career, 3) extending efforts into gaining skill and/or knowledge, 4) realization of
special benefits, 5) unique ethos and a social world of the activity, and 6) a social or
personal identity. Furthermore, he defines serious leisure as a:
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…systematic pursuit of an amateur, hobbyist, or volunteer core activity that
people find so substantial, interesting, and fulfilling that, in the typical case, they
launch themselves on a (leisure) career centered on acquiring and expressing a
combination of its special skills, knowledge, and experience (2011, p. 239).

As we will see in a later section, for those who are serious tattoo collectors, they are
often turned off by the television representations of their community because of the
perceived misinformation being disseminated by outsiders. For tattoo artists, they are
similarly turned off by misinformation, and often do not want to relax by watching
television about their work life (Thompson 2015; Cooke 2017). Therefore, while this
genre of shows often disappoints those invested in the industry, it may be most
appealing for those novices with an interest in the subculture, but who have yet to
walk through the door of an actual tattoo studio.

2.1 Tattoo television genres

There are more two dozen tattoo-themed reality television shows around the
world. The first show of this sub-genre was Miami Ink, based in a studio created
for the television series. Miami Ink has resulted in many spin-off shows: LA Ink
(2007–11) (Corwin 2007), NY Ink (2011–13), London Ink (2007–8), Madrid Ink
(2013), Rio Ink (2008), Bondi Ink (2015–16), and Epic Ink (2014). Other shows
took on a competition format, such as Ink Master (2012–16), in which several
tattoo artists complete tattoo challenges done on real clients, judged by a panel of
celebrities, and subsequently face elimination rounds based on their tattoo work.
This format extends to the series Best Ink (2012–2014) and Tattoo Titans (2014–
2015). Another sub-genre of tattoo reality television includes shows featuring
terrible tattoo designs being covered up by new designs: Tattoo Nightmares
(2012–14), America’s Worst Tattoo (2012–14) Bad Ink (2013–14), Tattoos After
Dark (2014), Tattoo Fixers (2015–16), Tattoo Nightmares: Miami (2014), and
Tattoo Rescue (2013–14), and Ink Master: Redemption (2015–2016).

3 LA Ink overview

Kat Von D was born in Montemorelos, Nuevo Leon, Mexico to missionary parents,
themselves born in Argentina, and of German, Italian, and Spanish descent. The family
moved to Los Angeles when Kat was four-years-old. Kat became a tattooist as a
teenager and married famed-tattooist Oliver Peck at a young age, gaining a speedy
access to the inner circle of elite tattoo artists. This familiarity is what landed her on
Miami Ink and launched her career as a television star. Kat Von D represented
something new and important for tattoo reality television. New York City writer Anni
Irish has published extensively on contemporary tattoo news and finds Von D an
important icon for tattoo culture and told me in an interview:

Kat Von D has become one of the most successful and visible female tattooers
that is working today. From her time on LA Ink, then developing a successful
clothing and makeup line with Sephora, Von D in many ways has challenged
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what has traditionally been an old boys club within the context of the professional
tattoo world. However, as a Latina woman and the social presentation of herself
on the show, Von D is in some ways upholding a particular standard of beauty.
While she is heavily tattooed, she still maintains a somewhat traditional standard
of beauty; i.e. she is always wearing lots of eye makeup, mascara, heels, and
revealing clothing. The act of being a heavily tattooed women and successful
tattooer is itself, a subversive act that is helping to open up more critique and
dialogue around the inequality women face within the tattoo industry and beyond.
Although Von D and her all-female staff are in some ways addressing these larger
imbalances, it is still an issue that bears further scrutiny outside of the format of
reality television and within the spaces of the everyday-lived experience.

In the first episode of LA Ink, Kat flies to Chicago to recruit artists Kim Saigh and
Hannah Aitchison. As Kat makes her pitch—that they should come to LA and work for
her—they bond over talking about sexism in the tattoo industry, and their personal
experiences of it (BWelcome Home Kat,^ Season 1, Episode 1). They have an
opportunity at this point in their career to centralize women’s position in the industry
and create a dream shop oriented towards supporting the women artists’ careers and
commercial events.

LA Ink’s primary narrative device is the memorial tattoo. ‘I’m like a therapist, but
without the training,’ Kat Von D writes (2010, p. 10). Woodstock (2014) calls this
framework ‘a therapeutic narrative of the self’ in her aptly titled article ‘Tattoo
Therapy.’ By this, Woodstock means:

Each interaction between tattoo artist and client becomes an opportunity to tell a
story about transforming significant life experiences into affirmations of individ-
ual identity and familial loyalty…At the heart of this exchange sits the tattoo
itself, saturated with symbolism. Time and time again, both artists and clients
endow tattoos with transformative power and consider them expressive marks of
both the inner self and the social bonds that unite the self with loved ones (781).

These stories are tearful recounts of illness, death, and the need for closure or closeness
with the beloved, which the tattoo provides.

Besides memorial tattoos, other clients choose to permanently tattoo their
profession on their bodies. One episode features Lisa, a race car driver, who
comes into High Voltage Tattoo Studio for a race car tattoo (BKim’s Big Deal,^
Season 2, Episode 7). Kat sketches the car, along with a map of the race route,
which Lisa wants on the outside of her lower right leg, with the words ‘Built for
Speed’ below the image. The map of Pikes Peak Mountain course represents her
most notable race win in her career. The first two seasons of the show followed
this format based on tattoo stories.

Season three and four took a dramatic turn away from such narratives. The opening
montage changed to a blur of angry outbursts and bleeped-out profanities. What
happened to the artists’ opening monologs about their craft and the focus on creating
tattoo art? We are introduced to Aubry, a character representing the new dramatic
direction of the show (she had previously appeared on Rock of Love). Salamon (2010)
describes a similar happening on Big Brother:
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The very fact that producers handpicked Ince and asked her to audition is
indicative that they had a particular character in mind before the auditions even
began, blatantly undermining the image of Big Brother as an organic product
spontaneously grown from the personalities of the ordinary people driving the
narrative (p. 167).

Halfway through the LA INK season, Aubry’s incompetence finally results in her
getting fired. Yet Aubry is replaced by another equally unprepared shop manager-in-
training—Liz Friedman. How is it that these inexperienced shop managers keep their
jobs? It makes sense if we consider that their job is less about scheduling appointments
and more about creating drama for the cameras. Von (2009) also addresses the way in
which the producers dismissed Hannah and Kim from the show because they wanted to
go in a different—more dramatic—direction:

Breaking up with someone seemed like a cakewalk compared to having to break
the news to Hannah and Kim that the network decided not to pick up their talent
agreement for LA Ink. After looking over the results of test groups and numbers,
the network decided to take the show in a different direction, much to my dismay.
And regardless of my efforts in trying to convince them differently. I was left with
a choice—do the show without Hannah and Kim or not do the show… Taking a
stance against the network would only hurt me, Corey, and the shop—and it
wouldn’t change the reality of the situation. All I could do is be honest and tell
Hannah and Kim just that. Hopefully, they’ll understand how much it hurts me,
too (p. 182).

Von (2010) writes in her book that she felt a lack of control over the direction of the
show. While the show gained her fame, fortune, and product sponsorships, it came at
the price of having a contested public image.

If I have no control over when the final edits of the drama part of the show will
reveal, I know I do have control over the tattoos I create. And maybe, just maybe,
the tattoos will outshine the bullshit. …because it feels like there is absolutely
nothing real about this docuseries they call LA Ink. These forced, overproduced
scenes I’ve been doing lately make me feel like a puppet, and being jerked around
on strings makes it difficult to enjoy the experience. Nowadays, the only part that
is real, the only thing I can relax and enjoy, is the tattooing. Unfortunately, I only
get to spend a few hours a day on the tattoos; the rest of my time is monopolized
by filming the faux minidramas the producers call story beats (pp. 55-6).

This new turn was unfortunate, as the tattoos, not the drama, was what attracted some
of the audience to LA Ink. Aubry’s inexplicable appearance came at the same time as
the silent disappearance of artists Kim and Hannah. afterwards, on the show, Kat began
interviewing artists to fill the vacancy. Media theorist Andrejevic (2004) points out that
such dramatic plants on reality shows are integral to the genre:

Rather, reality shows are becoming the latest and most self-conscious in a string
of transparently staged spectacles, complete with their own formulas and
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increasingly reliant on a cast of demi-celebrities culled from the pool of would-be
actors who do the rounds of the reality TV casting calls on the advice of their
agents. (p. 3).

Once characters were expelled from the High Voltage studio, they transferred to a
competitor street shop called American Electric, thickening the dramatic televised plot.

3.1 Marketing LA Ink

The Learning Channel (TLC) originally aired educational shows, but in 2001, the
station switched to reality television series content, targeting a predominantly
female demographic (Barnett 2013). TLC aired many of the original tattoo-
studio-based series, including both Miami Ink and LA Ink. The Ink series ‘associ-
ate a product, in this case tattooing, with desirable hipness’ to these audiences
which are already identifying with a televised consumer experience (Woodstock
2014, p. 786). Reality television integrates product placement into its marketing
strategy, sometimes blatantly making product prizes the primary show narrative.
Woodstock (2014) reminds us that the interactions between tattooist and client
promote the ideology of neoliberalism with the emphasis on individuality, resil-
ience, and problem solving through commodification. Importantly to consider
from a marketing perspective is the selling of both hyper-femininity and pseudo-
feminism in the ideology of the show and its products.

Season Two highlights the artists’ commercial successes: Kat is featured on
the cover of Latina Magazine (‘Cover Girl,’ Season 2, Episode 4), Kim becomes
a designer for Van shoes, clothing and accessories (‘Kim’s Big Deal,’ Season 2,
Episode 7), Kat works on her first book deal, with a foreword by boyfriend
Nikki Sixx (‘Kat Tales,’ Season 2, Episode 8), and Kat starts her continuously
expanding product line of makeup (including tattoo concealers) and fragrances
with Sephora, featured throughout the show, including Kat’s trademark use of
heavy eye shadow. In 2010, she launched KVD Los Angeles, her clothing line,
in addition to opening an art gallery next door to her High Voltage Tattoo
studio. This connectedness between an audiences’ identification with the show,
and the consumption of its products, is a factor for marketers and consumers
(Russell and Puto 1999).

LA Ink is itself a product—requiring a continuous and growing audience.
Returning to Stebbins’ (1997) casual leisure, its defining importance is its ‘enor-
mous economic’ impact (p. 23). Casual leisure is dominated by the consumption
practices fueled by television. Reality television is the business of selling a
demographic-specific viewership to marketers. Having products integrated into a
show already targeting the specific consumer demographic is important. Stebbins
(2009) calls this ‘group consumer identity:’

… people often buy goods and services to show their identity as members of
a particular group or category, to which I will refer here as group consumer
identity. Here there is no competition, only a desire to buy what is needed to
prove to people of a particular group or category that the consumer is a bona
fide member of it. The purchased good or service may not even be
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expensive, but all or nearly all members are identified by it (usually along
with several other indicators) (p. 45).

Being a fan means facing the pressure of target marketing campaigns and nego-
tiating one’s group consumer identity, through collecting tattoos, or eye shadow,
or other Von D products. Buying t-shirts, makeup, and books does not require the
seriousness of the tattoo collection, yet one can identify with, and signify their
love of Kat Von D just the same.

4 Tattoo culture

The academic literature on tattooing covers a variety of topics that often reinforce
stigma, such as a focus on a historical distortion focusing on sailors and criminals;
whereas decorative tattoos have been collected by the middle- and upper-class for at
least a century in western contexts and expanding exponentially in recent decades
(DeMello 2000; Halnon and Cohen 2006; Irwin 2003). Other research focuses on
indigenous cultural practices of tattooing and signification of life stages (Rubin 1988;
Hage et al. 1996; Thomas et al. 2005), as well as literature on global overviews of the
dominant tattoo cultures over time and space (Friedman 2015). Other history books
focus on sailor culture as a medium for tattoo cultural knowledge and transmission of
tattoos as artifacts, as well as tattooed people whom were showcased in expositions at
the turn of the century (Gilbert 2000). There is a significant criminal justice literature
focused on the gang and criminal orientation of tattoo cultures, emphasizing the
decoding of the inked symbolism (Valentine 2000; Dececco et al. 1995). Other medical
literature focuses on tattoo collecting and its associations with mental illness, such as
schizophrenia (Birmingham et al. 1999), suicide (Hicinbothem et al. 2006) and risk-
taking behaviors, especially among adolescence (Roberts and Ryan 2002). The aca-
demic literature on tattooing has focused on stereotypical and stigmatized tattoo
cultures associated with masculine subcultures such as sailors, criminals, and has
focused on questions that continue to question why people mark their bodies. More
recent ethnographies focus on justifications for collecting tattoos and the meanings of
the imagery selected (Atkinson 2003; Sanders 1989). Historic overviews of the tattoo
industry itself has often focused on notable men in the timeline, but other researchers
are uncovering the overlooked history of women within the profession, as both serious
collectors, artists, and wives of artists (Mifflin 1997). The most recent literature has
focused on gender and tattoo collecting, focusing on the more serious stigma imposed
on women for delving into a still-male-associated practice, even though we have
recently crossed over an important social marker—women now collect more tattoos
than men (Atkinson 2002; Schertenlieb 2004; Thobo-Carlsen 2014).

5 Feminist theory

Feminist theory emphasizes issues of (female) embodiment as an arena for both
oppression and liberation (i.e. reproduction, sexuality, beauty practices, violence, and
autonomy) (Brook 1999, p. 10; Budgeon 2003, p. 38; Gimlin 2002). Feminist theorists
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of the 1990s and 2000s wrote about embodiment practices, emphasizing how the
female body was not merely an object, but a ‘process of becoming,’ a performance
created through regulated practices (Budgeon 2003; Butler 1993, 1990). For visual
culture, Mulvey (1999) provides the term ‘male gaze,’ to point to the underlying
perspective of the camera gaze upon the female bodies it turns into objects for male
viewing pleasure.

Because women’s tattooing is negotiating this terrain between historic mascu-
linity and the embodiment and performance of gendered identity, we can understand
that this practice can produce social anxiety as women ‘misbehave’ (i.e., step
outside of expected femininity practices). Women’s tattooing must negotiate the
terrain of gender performance, which impacts the selection of design, placement,
and size. Historically, tattoo shops occasionally displayed tattoo designs designated
‘for the ladies,’ in which the designs were small, cute, and hidden (Fenske 2007, p.
98; Atkinson 2002, p. 226; Thompson 2015). Even in the 1980s and early 1990s,
female tattooists report warning women clients about the social impact of having a
large, public, or ‘masculine’ designed tattoo. When women become ‘heavily
tattooed,’ they know they have crossed the line of gender appropriate tattooing,
because they increasingly face social sanctions. Because of this public resistance to
women’s body modifications, feminist theorists and ethnographers have researched
what they consider to be a ‘mark of resistance or rebellion’ through the process of
women’s ‘body projects’ (Schertenlieb 2004, p. 7; Mifflin 1997; DeMello 2000;
Atkinson 2003; Irwin 2003; Leblanc 1999; Brill 2008).

Feminist resistance is not often the reason why women choose to become
heavily tattooed in itself, but the utilizing non-normative style of self-
presentation often places women in a position where they begin to violate gender
norms by not keeping their tattoos small, cute, and hidden. LA Ink portrays clients
choosing tattoos to express a memorial to a loved one, a passionate hobby, or an
esthetic preference. The participants discovered tattooing in different ways, but all
of them found the practice beautifying and a means of self-expression, whether
they be in a tattoo-related subculture, such as punk or roller derby, or live in a
place where tattoos are more popular. For many women, it is a way for them to
reclaim their body, by reflecting their own interests, rather than a standard
femininity. Some were oblivious to the gender violation they were making until
after they had tattoos and faced social sanctions. Self-expression was the top
reason that all participants gave for becoming tattooed and for design selection.
All of the participants with visible tattoos report receiving negative feedback from
other people, but few of them anticipated the extent of this negativity. Jennifer
Wilder is the most heavily tattooed of all the participants, with over eighty-percent
of her body covered in ink, including ‘public skin’ such as the neck and hands.
She works as a tattoo shop manager in Texas and aspires to becoming an artist one
day. She summarizes the sentiment that many of the participants express on
negative public reactions, especially when compared against the public tolerance
towards tattooed men:

It’s a different set of rules for us, then men, and that’s for sure. When I
would go out with my husband, he’s heavily tattooed like me, people
wouldn’t look at him twice. And I’d be right next to him and they’d gawk
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and stare, and think, ‘oh my god, how could you do that? When are you
going to stop? Haven’t you gone too far?’

Because of this common response, the participants developed a stockpile of responses
they would have for negative comments on the street, varying from polite, to angry,
retorts. This experience of public attention—both negative and positive, but always
invasive—was shared by all participants with visible tattoos. For tattoo collectors,
having more mainstream visibility of tattooed women can bring further normalization,
but it still remains a deviant practice as demonstrated by the reactions they provoke.

5.1 Intersectional feminist theories

In response to feminist theories of the 1970s and 1980s, the so-called ‘third wave’ of
feminism developed from a critique of the lack of diversity among feminist topics,
central concerns, and leadership image. Specifically, the focus on middle-class, hetero-
sexual, white women and their concerns around abortion rights/birth control, equal
rights in employment, and domestic violence. ‘Standpoint theory’ was a concept
developed that presented the importance of speaking to the differences of experiences
based on a variety of social identities (Smith 1993; Hartsock 1999; Harding 2003).
However, such theories still encountered critiques based on essentialism, as the foun-
dation remains in an embodied experience that can continue to contradict the experi-
ences of others similarly embodied. With the publication of This Bridge Called My
Back, Moraga and Gloria (1981) brought forth voices that challenged the idea of
solidarity based on gender identity alone, and the specific identities and experiences
from those whose identities have been marginalized based on race, ability, ethnicity,
sexual orientation, gender identity, and immigration. Throughout the 1980s and early
1990s, feminists of color published their stories and theories stemming from the ‘stand
point’ of their own social-location based on intersecting identities and uses these
perspectives to critique the singular focus on gender from the second wave of
feminism in the U.S. Patricia Hill Collins (1986, 2008) introduced her concept of the
‘outsider within,’ where she argued that black academic women have long occupied a
marginal position in academic settings, but from this position, they have been able to
produce a body of black feminist thought that centers their standpoint on self, family
and society. Such were the contributions to black feminist thought from other authors
such as Davis (1983) and hooks (1982) to integrate a perspective that included an
analysis of the interlocking oppressions based on gender, race, class, sexual orientation
and so on (Hooks 1982). Crenshaw (1989); Crenshaw 1991; Thomas and Crenshaw
2004) is credited with developing the concept of ‘intersectionality’ to incorporate this
multi-dimensional analysis of intersecting oppressions and how they are manifested in
collective and individual lives.

6 Findings: Women tattooists and collectors respond to LA Ink

When Miami Ink first aired, tattooists were nervous about the encroaching camera into
their professional environment, the power of presentation, and how such representa-
tions could impact their business. Tattooists could not help but be aware of the
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television shows, as their co-workers and clients updated them on the developments of
plot lines. However, I did not encounter artists who regularly engaged in the casual
leisure of watching the shows themselves, but their clients were much more likely.
According to tattooist, Leonie Grande, in Kingston, New York:

Personally, I watched a few episodes of Miami Ink and was impressed that it
seemed to be more about tattooing and less about BS drama. I couldn't bring
myself to watch LA Ink after I saw the commercial that said, ‘This week Kat and
her friend decide whether or not to get breast implants....’ When I spoke to
clients, they all agreed that they liked Miami Ink because it focused more on the
tattooing and they didn't like LA Ink because of the hyped-drama.

In Miami, Florida, tattoo collector Andria Chediak finds the representation of women
on LA Ink impressive, it counteracts the stereotype of tattoo-world masculinity, it
presents quality artists, and reduces the stigma associated with the practice:

As cheesy as it might sound, I think it's great that they have these television
shows. Now that they have LA Ink, they have a shop that’s pretty much all
women, who are actually good artists. I think it's changing, you know, the way
that people see tattoos. I think that's great.

The plotline of the show resonates more with casual tattoo collectors less invested in
the industry, and its public representation. For those invested in the industry or who are
familiar with it, such serious tattoo collectors and tattooists, they were more disturbed
by misrepresentations of the tattoo process and industry than taking pleasure in the
leisure activity of watching a show about their daily work. Tattooist Patty Kelley states:

Yes, those darn TV shows. They show a lot of cross contamination that we
[tattooists] are aware of, but not the general public. They are smoking cigarettes
in their shop. . . . I just find it appalling that that is on public TVacross the planet,
and it looks proper to the general public, but it’s not acceptable procedure.

On the show, shop managers Aubry and Liz did not to take their role in sanitation
procedures seriously, such as using autoclaves, setting up the artists station, and
covering surfaces in plastic. Kat herself can be seen smoking cigarettes, drinking
coffee with her gloves on, or hosting her hairless cat Ludwig, in the shop. Artists
are often shown hugging their clients before bandaging the open wound, thus
allowing for contamination.

While professional organizations such as the Alliance of Professional Tattooists
(APT) hosts workshops on blood borne pathogens and Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) standards at conventions, membership is voluntary. Cross-
contamination training and practice is key for professional tattooing. Yet this key factor
is downplayed on the show. Ohio tattooist Debbie Lenz argues that such representation
may increase underground tattooing:

You know, there are so many people that are tattooing now, underground. And a
lot of the tattoo shows, they have a lot to do with it. The shows have made
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tattooing more acceptable. More people are getting tattoos, but it's also pushed a
lot of people to tattoo underground.

In a profession without a formal mechanism for entry and recruitment such as required
education or formal training, the shows have a powerful impact on encouraging new
artists to set up their own shop.

The representation of women artists in particular contributed a new direction to
the tattoo reality television genre, as women have been marginal in the industry as
both tattooists and collectors. Women artists have entered the profession during
this time of increased popularity. Because of this gender disparity, feminist theory
can contribute to our understanding of women’s position in this community.
Feminist theories have focused on the ways in which women and men are tracked
into different professions based on stereotypes of skill sets and temperament, as
well as the site of embodiment as a place for both oppression and liberation
(Budgeon 2003; Butler 1993). Feminist theories also contribute to our understand-
ing of how some women tattoo collectors are motivated by the ability to visually
transform their body into an image that reflects their empowerment and individ-
uality via tattoo art (Schertenlieb 2004, p. 7; Mifflin 1997; DeMello 2000;
Atkinson 2003; Leblanc 1999). While women can collect small and cute tattoos
that reinforce their femininity, they discover that stepping beyond this style and
collecting images that are not cute (skulls, snakes), nor small, causes social static
where the general public begins to express disapproval of their tattoo collection
through stares, critical comments, and even physical touching of the body art
(Thompson 2015). The ways in which men’s and women’s tattooed bodies are
understood by the general public points to the continued gender discrepancy
within the world of tattooing.

Like many women tattoo artists, Kat Von D was married to a tattooist. For women
entering the profession in previous decades, this was one well-worn path into the
profession. Her then-husband, Oliver Peck, was well-renowned, and when the artists
onMiami Ink were asked to replace an on-screen artist with a woman, she was the one
who came to mind. For the artists interviewed, Kat had not been known in the tattoo
circuit before her debut on Miami Ink. The representation of women tattooists on
television had an impact on practicing women tattooists. New Jersey artist Jen Lohrey
Carmean, a regular attendee at Marked for Life, stated:

After years of deliberately downplaying my gender to keep the focus on my
work, I feel like this show set us women artists up. It was no longer about the
work first; it was about how you looked. It was, and continues to be, a source of
frustration for some of us.

The artists interviewed were all conscious of facing sexual harassment in apprentice-
ships, working with male artists who objectify women, or clients who did not take
women artists seriously enough to give them business. For many women, they covered
up their gender and emphasized their portfolio of work. But they could still often be
mistaken for the shop assistant. Other interviewees talked about women artists who
accentuated their sexuality in order to try and get a job in the industry, or lure clients.
For many artists, they felt that the women on the show were chosen for their
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appearances more than their ability. This reflects a trend in the tattoo industry where
some women indeed are hired for their appearance or play up their beauty on the job.
Von (2009) addresses the pushback she received professionally, to which comparable
male artists were not subjected:

Once tattooers got wind of the show, the hating began. There had been much
talk among tattooers about the negative effects of having a televised tattoo
show and what it would do to the business. Everyone was treating tattooing
as if it were some kind of secret society. No one wanted to give up any tricks
of the trade, and they focused their animosity on the artists in those shows.
Of course, some of these concerns were valid—it was important for the right
people to be on air representing the professionalism of the tattoo world. But
in my opinion, for a lot of the disgruntled tattooers, it was more about
jealous and their own insecurities (p. 28).

These shows brought the tattoo studio to a mainstream, reality television audience, and
positive representation was critical. The casual leisure watchers of the show may have
no further information about tattoo studio etiquette. How would it impact the industry,
and specifically, women artists? For interviewees, their main concern was to be seen as
serious artists and to downplay their sex appeal on the job. They perceived Kat Von D’s
image as undermining this objective.

LA INK is a also a corporate product sold and marketed by TLC and aired in
order to gain ratings and advertisement. By creating a product line of goods to be
sold to fans, a particular image and loyalty with the show is created and expressed
by the display of such products. One of the important images the show sells is that
of the hyper-femininity of the women artists. The impact upon real artists can be
towards further objectification of their looks, rather than their skill set. As veteran
San Diego tattooist Patty Kelley observed: ‘the shows make it seem like you have
to look a certain way to be a woman tattoo artist, wearing heavy makeup and
showing cleavage. I’m just there to work, not look like a beauty queen.’ Women
tattooists already exist within an industry that objectifies women, from putting
naked women artists on the cover of tattoo magazines, to having tattoo beauty
pageants at tattoo expos, to the pressure women tattooists already feel to accen-
tuate their femininity in order to maximize their income. Thus, the marketing of
hyper-femininity already exists within this industry context in which women find
themselves objectified and marginalized. LA INK directly markets and promotes
Von D’s products, such as the Latina Magazine cover, Van shoes, her book
contract, her makeup line with Sephoria, her KVD clothing line, the art gallery
she opened next door, and the High Voltage Tattoo Studio products one can buy in
person, including collecting tattoos from off camera artists who operate out of the
studio when not filming.

7 Conclusion

Robert Stebbins defines casual leisure as activities that requires little investment of
time, energy, and even interest. Watching television falls within this category of a
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leisure activity in which people participate for relaxation and entertainment. For
those with enough interest in tattoo culture and the tattoo process to spend their
time watching such reality television shows, they can gain a sense of understand-
ing this particular subculture without the added investment of the time and energy
it takes to walk into a tattoo studio, which could be an intimidating space for
many. While a significant portion of the American public now has a tattoo, evenmore
individuals are curious about the process and interested in getting one in the future. For
them, watching LA Ink, and imaging the tattoo design that theymay one day acquire, can
provide enjoyment. For those heavily invested in the tattoo industry as a tattooist or shop
owner, or a serious collector, one’s own experience might make one critical of the image
presented in the show, thus decreasing the viewing pleasure.

LA Ink stands out even among tattoo reality television shows because of its emphasis
on a shop of mostly women tattoo artists. As the tattoo industry is one that has been,
and continues to be, dominated by men, this provides an important opportunity to
represent issues pertaining to women working in the industry. Tattoo clients are also
increasingly female. Having more women tattooists in the industry addresses the
growing popularity of body art with a diverse clientele. Feminist theories contribute
to our understanding of the struggle for women working in male dominated industries
(Mifflin 1997) as well as an understanding of how women’s heavily tattooed bodies are
interpreted and treated in social interactions (Thompson 2015; Leblanc 1999). Inter-
sectional feminist theories are especially helpful in shedding light on how different
bodies based on gender identity, race, class, sexuality, and disability are interpreted and
stereotyped differently, especially with the addition of a heavily tattooed presentation
(Crenshaw 1989; hooks 1982; Davis 1983). For example, while white women have
more leeway to be considered artistic or quirky with their tattoo collection, other
heavily tattooed women of different races, such as Latinas and Black women, may
be read as more deviant and criminal and treated in a harsher manner or stereotyped in
ways that lead to harsher social treatment (Collins 1986).

Tattoo television shows are created by media producers (TLC in this case) who are
intent on fast and cheapmarketing of shows with widespread appeal—they are not tattoo
historians representing the real world of tattooing. This was an unspoken expectation or
hope for tattoo artists, because they were otherwise put off by the shallow representation
of their industry. Furthermore, the purpose of television shows is to generate successful
viewer ratings, and secondly, to sell advertisement, promote related products, or land
product placement contracts. LA INK promotes products related to the artists’ corporate
activities such as Kat Von D’s makeup line with Sephora, her book contract, her KVD
clothing line, and a line of Vans shows that artist Kim Saigh designed.

Interviews with tattoo artists and collectors provide responses to shows that attempt
to portray women in this industry. Overall, they saw the shows as bring positive and
negative gains: more business, but more misinformed client expectations (pain, time,
expense). Tattooists were less likely to be fans of the show than collectors. The show is
targeted to a mass audience with a passing interest in tattoos, or perhaps reality television
in general. It provides a window into a subculture with which one may be unfamiliar.

Publisher’s Note Springer Nature remains neutral with regard to jurisdictional claims in published maps and
institutional affiliations.
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